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STAIR-LIFTS

CMAlifts is the Italian distributor of
Mobility Center S.r.l. A business project
started out of a strong partnership
between leading companies in the sector,
based on the idea that each user, before
being seen as a customer, represents an
individual to be safeguarded, whom we
provide the result of years of technology
research and product design. Special
products for special users.

CURVED STAIRCASES
Tailor made to suit any type of staircase, it can be anchored
into the wall side or into the ramp.
Ideal for both indoor and outdoor staircases, your CMAlifts
stair-lift perfectly fits into your staircase, leaving room for
other people.
The Twin Tube steel rail is tailor made to perfectly fit into
your staircase.
While charging the batteries, the seat can be left in the
curved area of the staircase. The seat rotates at the top
of the staircase to facilitate users’ boarding, and folds
completely to obstruct as little as possible on the stairs.

DESIGN AND
PRODUCTION
Your new Infinity stair-lift is designed with the latest 3D CAD
systems, which means your stair-lift is designed to meet
your needs.
Our stair-lifts are manufactured in a customized industrial
process.
The Infinity stair-lift is safe, reliable and silent. It has no
equal on the market. For this reason, CMAlifts chooses
Bespoke Infinity.
The stair-lifts manufactured on behalf of CMAlifts are produced
with high quality materials. Our stair-lift is the quietest and
lightest in the world. The seat is removable and is covered in
real leather. Come and try it at our warehouse.
Using the two standard infrared remote control units, supplied
with the stair-lift, you can call the lift-seat to the floor needed.

TRACTION
Rack and pinion drive system in steel

ADAPTOR
Self-supporting on nylon wheels

MOTOR
24v DC

TROLLEY
manufacturing

TORSION
Max 60nw

RAIL
Twin rail in steel

SPEED
0.15 m/sec adjustable

SECURITY KEY
standard

ELECTRICAL ABSORPTION
14A

CHARGER
On board battery and charger points

BRAKE
24v DC

STANDARD REGULATIONS
EN81: 40

SAFETY
Safety gear

THE WORLD’S MOST INNOVATIVE STAIR-LIFT
FOR 25 YEARS
Ergonomic, flexible joystick - Light and intuitive, the joystick
is also designed for people with reduced mobility of their
hands.
Safety key - To prevent unintended use or accidental starting.
Seat belt - Simple to use, the seat belt offers comfort and
standard safety.
Safety Sensors - The stair-lift stops immediately in the event
of a collision with obstacles or objects on the stairs.

Battery operated - You can use it even in case of power
failure. The charge is automatic, so it is always ready to use.
Seat comfort - Comfortable, removable and washable, the
seat is designed for extreme comfort.
Swivel Seat - The levers on both sides allow the seat to swivel
in order to get on/off the stair-lift. Also available motorized.
Footrest - For your safety, it is foldable, thanks to the levers
on the sides of the stair-lift. Also available motorized.
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MAX. LOAD CAPACITY

140KG

✓

OPERATION

Ergonomic Joystick

✓

RECHARGE

automatic recharging points

✓

BATTERY OPERATED

YES

✓

REMOTE CONTROLS

2 per unit

✓

MIN. /MAX. INCLINE

0°-52°

✓

FOOT-REST

Manual (Motorized option)

✓

✓

SWIVEL SEAT

Manual (Motorized option)

✓

✓

UPHOLSTERY COLOURS

in colour of your choice

✓

SEAT BELT

Waist rewinding

✓

RAIL COLOUR

RAL 9010 - Optional RAL of your choice

MANUAL OPERATION

YES

RAL 9010
✓

✓

CMAlifts, set up in 2001 with a far sighted vision by the brothers Giulio and Gaetano Caputo, is today a leading
international company in the design, manufacturing and assembly of lifts and elevators for private and industrial
use.
It is a company that has preserved a craftsmanship heart, combining futuristic high-tech solutions with the
inventiveness of its employees.
CMAlifts’target market knows no boundaries. Deeply rooted in the Italian market, CMAlifts is also a protagonist
in the Balkans and Northern Europe. Thanks to an increasingly widespread sectorial trade fair attendance,
clients’ orders from abroad have multiplied as time has gone by.
Standing strong with extensive experience, CMAlifts carefully and professionally handles all technical and
design demands. The company’s work method is based on the principles of professionalism and reliability, which
characterize all phases from planning to production, from order management to on site delivery. No aspect of
the business is handed over to external workforce (including logistics).

CE marking for metal structures
Standard EN 1090-1: 2009 + A1: 2011 with
FPC-1370-CPR-1419 regulations

ISO 14001:2015

OHSAS 18001:2007
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Mobility

Moving free of limits!

w w w. mob ilit ycenter. it

